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The documents mention the use 
of ML for anomaly detection in 
high energy physics 1, as well a

What does the MATHUSLA Detector Do?
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The MATHUSLA experiment is designed to explore a wide range of models related to dark matter by conducting 
experiments to explore the full mass range for dark matter in certain scenarios.
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The MATHUSLA experiment is a proposed large-scale detector designed to be situated at CERN near the CMS 
detector. Its primary function is to detect and reconstruct the decay of neutral Long-Lived Particles (LLPs) 
that are produced in High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) collisions at CMS. These particles are 
characterized by their ability to travel significant distances before decaying and MATHUSLA aims to observe 
these decays as displaced vertices (DV) in a near-zero-background environment. This capability is crucial 
for probing unexplored parameter spaces and could potentially lead to the discovery of new physics phenomena 
by detecting ultra long-lived neutral weakly interacting particles with proper lifetimes ranging significantly, 
covering lifetimes from the early Universe to the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis era. The experiment is designed 
with an array of 81 identical modules, each filled with layers of scintillating planes, to detect these rare particle 
decays effectively.
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The MATHUSLA (MAssive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra-Stable neutraL pArticles) experiment is designed to 
detect long-lived particles(LLPs) that may be produced in high-energy proton-proton collisions at the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC). It aims to study LLPs that have lifetimes in the range of nanoseconds to seconds and 
travel a significant distance before decaying. MATHUSLA consists of a large, surface-level detector located 
above the ATLAS or CMS experiments, which allows it to capture LLPs that escape the main detectors. The 
experiment focuses on LLPs that are weakly interacting and have low backgrounds, making it sensitive to a wide 
range of new physics scenarios beyond the Standard Model. The MATHUSLA detector is designed to have 
excellent timing resolution and high efficiency for detecting LLPs, and it can provide complementary 
information to the main LHC experiments. The current status and future prospects of the MATHUSLA experiment 
are described in the document 'An Update to the Letter of Intent for MATHUSLA: Search for Long-Lived 
Particles at the HL-LHC'
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Why an LLM for Snowmass?
• There are 642 papers including all the final reports 

1000’s of pages
• Work over greater than 2 years by many hundreds 

of US and world physicists!

Can Machine Learning and the recently trained Large 
Language Models (LLM) help make this corpus of 
work accessible?

What is RAG?
• Retrieval Augmented Generation
• A rudimentary search engine combined with a 

LLM to summarize the search results
1. Text is extracted from downloaded PDF’s
2. Text is split into convenient sizes
3. ML techniques are used to assign a 

distance vector to each chunk of text
4. The vector distance between the 

chunks of text and any question are 
used to select the ~6 closest chunks

5. The LLM is asked to answer the question 
using the 6 closest chunks.

• RAG is popular because it is easy to implement.
• Open-Source Libraries are available that take care 

of most of the work (e.g. langchain).
• Make it possible to evaluate various configurations 

and experiment
• We had to good fortune to link with Kasten Day at 

NCSA who had developed a university app prior to 
the open-source tools being available.

What Matters?
• The LLM: difference between OpenAI’s gpt-3.5-

turbo and gpt-4-turbo-preview is huge in getting a 
coherent answer

• A modern semantic embedding model is crucial 
in finding the most relevant text chunks. OpenAI’s 
new models made almost as large a difference in 
the quality of the answer as the LLM.

• Chunk size, number of chunks, etc. seemed to 
have much smaller effects

• There are many variations we did not explore 
(summarizing, prompt compression, etc.). As 
LLM’s get better these aren’t as necessary.

Ethics
• The arXiv has restrictions

• Do not re-serve documents
• Rate limits for downloading papers and meta 

data
• Do encourage anything which provides access 

into their database
• Some members of our community are 

uncomfortable with the use of LLM’s

• Ethical training data, power consumption, 
implications for the job market, hallucinations, 
etc.

• Costs are not zero
• OpenAI charges for the use of their LLM’s and 

embedding services
• Note the cost is small for this project!

• We have made the source code public
• We have not made the project accessible

Good embedding: “The experiment aims to detect decays of ultra long-lived neutral 
weakly interacting particles with proper lifetimes up to 10^7 - 10^8 meters, covering a 
wide range of lifetimes from the early Universe to the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis”

Successful?
• Gets the job done
• UIUC has references, 

which are crucial
• But good embedding 

and GPT-4 are quite 
good!

• Very affordable for 
personal use (less than 
$10 was spent on this 
project)

BUT
• NCSA work taught us: 

we should not write this 
ourselves

• Many commercial 
services do exactly what 
we want

• Anything with some 
flexibility will track 
industry best practices

• Leaving us to physics 
and distributed 
computing and use this!

https://github.com/gor
donwatts/snowmass-

chat

snowmass-chat open-source tools

more extensive development

More comparisons in GitHub repo, under `/snowmass-compare.md`

Where are the Results?
• Using some fraction of the papers for more than 

personal use may violate the arXiv license.
• What licenses are there?

• The arXiv has two main types licenses.
• Create Commons license – includes the ability to 

“remix” the results – and would be just fine with 
this technique: “… distribute, remix, adapt… “

• The standard arXiv license seems to say no: 
“…limits re-use of any type from other entities or 
individuals.” Question: Is storing it on your own 
computer (Mac or Windows which have built in 
search) allowable?

• Note that metadata (which includes authors and 
abstracts) is all under creative commons.

• What was the explicit violation?
• Extracting the full text from the PDF might violate 

the “re-use of any type”.
• However, the arXiv pages are ambiguous – they 

explicitly talk of bulk download of full text for 
scanning and building indices. Which is step one of 
what is done in this project.

• How did we stumble on this?
• Some members of the Snowmass community 

wrote to us to let us know they “did not authorize 
their papers to be used as data”

• Discussion on the Snowmass Slack #general 
channel showed that is was more than one person 
that was uncomfortable with this use of papers 
they were an author on.

• Without understanding the arXiv licenses, 
copyright fair use, and the time before the 
conference, we decided present the results of 
sample searches.

• Most important lessons are in the What Matters 
section to the left.

• What is next?
• We are contacting the arXiv maintainers to 

understand what they think of as “ok” use of the 
full text.

• ATLAS and CMS publish their papers under a 
CC license. This is a fall back for the paper 
version of this ACAT poster.

OAC-1836650 and 
PHY-2323298.

https://uiuc-chatbot.s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/courses/Snowmass/2101.08320v1.The_LHC_Olympics_2020__A_Community_Challenge_for_Anomaly_Detection_in_High_Energy_Physics.pdf?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Content-Sha256=UNSIGNED-PAYLOAD&X-Amz-Credential=AKIAUCD3K6ETL7TF7F5Q%2F20240226%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20240226T172529Z&X-Amz-Expires=3600&X-Amz-Signature=59cf233ff9a3b2bedc92fad83cd4ed786b623de1982b221421c29a81c10f4afe&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&response-content-disposition=inline&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&x-id=GetObject
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